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Introduction

Quality vs. quantity: The former is selective, the latter demands just more

The creation of high-quality products and services requires that the scarce

resource of time is not waisted on unimportant things (administration,

reporting, seeking information, �…)

The production of quality commons, in particular, requires tools supporting

large-scale, cross-disciplinary, multi-national collaborations (for

communication, creation of shared knowledge, (self-)organization of

contents and finding of relevant information, version control, time and

resource management, support of goal-orientedness)

It requires reward mechanisms (incentives) supporting coordinated

activities (e.g. cross-disciplinary collaborations, meeting timelines)

Creation of quality commons involves cooperation and norm formation

It requires reputation mechanisms and sanctioning of malicious activities
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Concept of a New Journal

The journal shall combine the advantages of a classical journal and an archive.

Specifically, people can upload their papers to an archive and will be reviewed, if

requested.

Manuscripts on the archive only show a usage statistics (number of views,

number of downloads). Rarely accessed papers may not be kept forever.

Reviewed papers are moved to the next level. They are rated by the readers

according to readability, importance, novelty, level of controversy, etc., for

example by differently colored bars

The best rated papers, together with a selection of papers by the editorial board,

will be published in a printed �„best of�“ issue after some months (e.g. 6 months).

The selectiveness determines the resulting impact factor. One could actually have

one �„best of�“ volume (equivalent to today�‘s Letter journals) and one or several

larger, subject-specific journal volumes.

Papers that were not printed may be submitted to another journal.
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Review Procedure

New archive papers submitted for review may be picked by readers for review.

Complementary editorial board members review them or send them out to

referees, if the quality seems sufficient for publication after revision.

Papers that do not receive two reviews, e.g. because their quality is poor, are not

considered in the further procedure - they stay a normal archive manuscript

Critical reviews are preferred, but all submitted papers are published online after

one round of review.

Referee reports are anonymous. The handling editor is responsible for the intial

ratings, considering the reviews, author replies, and revised paper.

Referees are rewarded for their services by access to journal services (free access,

impact factor and citation analysis, reduced book prices, etc.).

Papers and non-anonymous comments as well as referee reports may be

uploaded by registered authors only.

Comments and links to other publications stimulate scientific discussions.
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Editorial Board

Editorial Board is made up of people, who have made impact and earned

international reputation already. Proposal: People, who have published in

leading journals and/or have had several publications with 100+ citations.

Additional editorial board members may be elected by the Editorial Board

to fill gaps in the coverage of certain areas.

Editorial board members should preferably have worked interdisciplinarily

themselves.

Editorial Board members can publish 3 papers per year in the printed

journal version (�„best of selection�“) and select 3 papers of other author

teams for it.

The other papers in the printed �„best of�“ volume are determined by means

of the ratings of the scientific community.
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Rating System

Every registered reader who has downloaded a paper may rate it once.

Ratings are rewarded by user benefits.

Ratings are made in different categories, represented by differently colored

bars, made up of zero to 5 stars (half stars are possible)

Initial ratings are in light colors. The rating symbols become more intensive,

the more ratings were made, but a large variability of ratings will reduce the

color intensity.

Ratings are made according to the weight of the rater.

The weight of a rater becomes higher, the higher his/her reputation is rated.

Reputation is determined, for example, from the average ratings of

comments on other authors�‘ papers that this rater has earned.

The normal weight is 1, the maximum weight is 10. Attempts to manipulate

the rating system are sanctioned by setting the weight to zero for some time.
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Recommender System

Besides the recommender bars, readers with certain paid-for or earned

access rights may use additional recommendation services

They may create their own index from the rating bars (e.g. they may

overweight novelty or controversy)

They may specify fields of interest

Papers of interest are determined based on keywords, title and abstract

(tagging concept), or based on correlations in download patterns (amazon

concept), or based on author network analysis or citation analysis, or the

recommendations of certain raters, or a surprise mechanism

The selection modus may be chosen by the user

Users may also choose to be alerted, when new manuscripts of interest

(e.g. in certain subject areas or by specific authors) appear

They may use further kinds of analyses, which identify new subjects,

emerging fields, or collaborations  (--> www.livingscience.eu)
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Living Science (www.livingscience.eu)
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Perspectives for Other Applications

The general principle of individualized services using a community-based

quality evaluation, where not only objects are rated, but raters are rated as

well (defining their �„reputation�“ and influence/weight), can be transferred

to other application areas

Examples would be new evaluation procedures for proposals, for public

and private services (including administration, transport, and health

sector), rating of product quality (not only considering the price, but also

the quality of the ingredients, durability, production conditions,

environmental impact etc.), rating of architectural designs, decision-

making in companies and political settings

Rating and information services can also be implemented with mobile

phones and WLAN architectures, e.g. when consumers buy products in a

shop and want to have product information or want to rate products

Accordingly the market potential would be enormous.
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The Production of Quality Commons as Cooperation Problem

P = 0
R = 1
S = 0
T = 1.4

     imitation only                     migration only             imitation & migration

blue = C
red = D
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The Breakdown and Outbreak of Cooperation

Red, yellow: defectors (cheaters)
Blue, green: cooperators
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Does Global Interaction Endanger Cooperation/Quality?

Local interaction,
local migration

Global interaction,
local migration

Global interaction,
global migration
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Second-Order Free-Riders and Costly Punishment

Imagine that cooperators (C) correspond to countries trying to

meet the CO
2
 emission standards of the Koyto protocol, and

�“moralists�” (M) to cooperative countries that additionally enforce

the standards by international pressure (e.g. embargoes). Defectors

(D) would correspond to those countries ignoring the Kyoto

protocol, and �“immoralists�” (I) to countries failing to meet the

Kyoto standards, but nevertheless imposing pressure on other

countries to fulfil them.

For well-mixed interactions, defectors will be the winners of the

evolutionary competition among the strategies, i.e. all countries

would finally fail to meet the emission standards (�“tragedy of the

commons�”). The reason is that cooperators (�“second-order free-

riders�”) spread at the cost of moralists, while requiring them for

their own survival.

(See the work of Milinski et al.!)
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How Second-Order Free-Riders Are Eliminated+Punishment Spreads

D = Defectors (Free-Riders), M = Moralists, I=Immoralists 

C = Non-punishing Cooperators (Second-Order Free-Riders)
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Overcoming the Tragedy of the Commons by Spatial Interactions
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Convergence of Opinions/Beliefs through Repeated Interactions

Wisdom of crowds experiment:

Individuals have to

repeatedly guess the right

answer to a factual question

Information feedback leads

to convergence

Is it collective intelligence or

just �„group think�“?

The average of all answers

gets closer to correct answer

However, there may be

overshooting and

overconfidence
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Formation of Shared Norms despite Different Preferences

Population 1 
sets the norm

Population 2 
sets the norm

Everyone tends
 to show the own
preferred behavior
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Reward of showing preferred behavior / Reward of conforming!

Computer simulations:

Red = individuals
preferring behavior 1

Yellow = individuals
adjusting to behavior 1

Blue = individuals
preferring behavior 2

Green = individuals 
adjusting to behavior 2 
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Local Cultures Evolving Through Local Interactions

Population 1 
sets the norm

Population 2 
sets the norm

Everyone tends
 to show the own
preferred behavior

Local cultures 
are forming
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Reward of showing preferred behavior / Reward of conforming!

Computer simulation:

Red = individuals
preferring behavior 1

Yellow = individuals
adjusting to behavior 1

Blue = individuals
preferring behavior 2

Green = individuals 
adjusting to behavior 2 
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Fundamental Mechanisms Supporting Cooperation

Genetic inheritance (B)

Repeated interaction (S)

Abstaining/volunteering (S)

Reputation, signaling (S)

Spatial interactions, clustering, agglomeration and segregation (B/S)

Friendship formation, network effects (S)

Group selection (B/S)

Costly punishment, group pressure (S)

Strong reciprocity (B/S)

Mobility (B/S)

Inequality, heterogeneity (B/S)

Noise, errors, mutation (B/S)

B = Biological mechanism 
S = Social mechanism

Interaction in one single community tends to undermine cooperation/quality

Mechansims
known to support
the establishment
of norms
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Outlook

The production of quality commons is a cooperation problem

A well-functioning reputation system will allow us to build up a quality-

oriented �„reputation society�“

It will also establish a new currency, actually many currencies, as

reputation can have multiple dimensions (everybody has a reputation for

something: being a mathematical genius, being creative, having good

social skills, finding the weak points, good in cheating other people, �…)

By multi-dimensional rating, the ill-posed control problem of economics (to

optimize several different goals with one single quantity) may be overcome

Social and information networks will be the basis of the reputation society

The challenge is to design a manipulation-resistant reputation system and

a privacy-respecting customized/individualized recommender system

Any Questions? Suggestions for improvement? Collaborations welcome!


